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ABSTRACT
S e lf-s ta b iliz in g  W o rm h o le  R o u t in g  in  H y p e rc u b e s
by
Isai Arasu M arichamy
Dr. A joy K. D atta , Exam ination Com m ittee Chair 
School of Com puter Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. Sébastien Tixeuil, Exam ination Com m ittee Co-chair 
Université de Paris-Sud, France
Many com puter applications today require com putational capability far beyond what 
can be obtained from the  fastest single processor com puters available. M ulticom puters are 
widely used for these applications. One of the  m ost common m ultiprocessor architectures 
is the hypercube. W ormhole routing is an efficient technique used to  comm unicate message 
packets between processors when they are not completely connected. Since, the number of 
communication channels in a hypercube increases logarithmically w ith size, deadlock can 
be easily avoided during routing of packets. In wormhole routing, the packets are further 
divided into smaller fragm ents, called flits, before being routed.
The concept of self-stabilization  (introduced by D ijkstra in 1974) is a unified framework 
to  achieve fault-tolerance in any system. As per Dijk-stra’s definition, a system  is called self- 
stabilizing if s tarting  from an arb itra ry  (including an undesirable) state , it is guaranteed 
to  converge to  a  desired sta te  (or a behavior) in finite number of steps. Transient faults 
such as link failures, process failures, memory corruption, etc. can take the system to an
111
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illegitimate state . A self-stabilizing system  recovers to  a legitim ate sta te  or behavior in 
finite tim e w ithout hum an intervention, and preserves legitimacy until another fault occurs.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the  first a ttem pt a t designing a self-stabilizing 
wormhole routing algorithm  for hypercubes. O ur first algorithm  handles all types of faults 
except for node/link failures. This algorithm  achieves optim ality in term s of routing path  
length by following only the preferred dimensions. In an n-dim ensional hypercube, those 
dimensions in which source and destination address bits differ are called preferred dim en­
sions. Our second algorithm  handles topological changes. We propose an efficient scheme 
of rerouting flits in case of node/link  failures. Similar to  the first algorithm , th is algorithm  
also tries to  follow preferred dimensions if they  are nonfaulty a t the  tim e of transm itting  
the flits. However, due to  topological faults it is necessary to  take non-preferred dimensions 
resulting in suboptim ality of p a th  selection. Formal proof of correctness for both  solutions 
is given.
IV
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C H A PTER  1 
INTRODUCTION
The need for large com putational power is increasing everyday. This has resulted in a very 
high dem and for parallel-processing systems. These m ultiprocessors com pute by exchanging 
messages via comm unication links. Therefore, implementing the message passing mecha­
nism should target m aximizing the throughput and minimizing latency. Many types of 
interconnection networks have been proposed in the literature, e.g., ring, mesh, hypercube, 
torus, etc. In th is thesis, we will deal w ith hypercubes. The routing refers to  the procedure 
followed by the nodes of a network to  choose one (or, sometimes, more) of their neighbors 
to  forward messages towards their final destination. The wormhole routing is commonly 
used in parallel architectures in which each message is sent as small fragments, called flits. 
The first flit, called header flit, contains all the information for routing the entire message. 
As the header flit moves from the  source towards the destination, the rem aining flits follow 
in a  pipelined fashion resembling a worm, hence the name wormhole routing.
Various types of faults can occur in multiprocessor systems. Memory of the nodes can 
be corrupted. Messages can get corrupted or lost. Nodes and links can fail or recover. Thus, 
designing fault-tolerant algorithm s for multiprocessor networks like hypercubes is desirable. 
The paradigm  of self-stabilization, introduced by D ijkstra in 1974 [27], is considered to  be 
the m ost unified stra tegy  to  design fault-tolerant systems. Although it was intended to
1
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handle transient faults, research has shown th a t all types of faults can be dealt with in a 
stabilizing m anner.
1.1 Our Contributions
In this thesis, we will study  the application of self-stabilization in designing a worm­
hole routing scheme for hyper cubes. Similar studies have been conducted earlier, bu t only 
on much simpler topologies, such as rings and meshes. Our goal is to  design the first 
self-stabilizing wormhole routing protocol in hypercubes. We propose an adaptive routing 
technique in the  following sense. Each n-cube (n-dimensional hypercube) has n  dimensions. 
Every node (source or interm ediate) examines the preferred dimensions in a particular order 
to  decide which dimension to  use in forwarding the current message, and uses the first free 
dimension to  route the message. This process is followed by all the nodes on the  routing 
p ath  until the  message arrives a t the destination.
Our solution handles m any types of faults, including variable corruptions and message 
losses. We will present two routing algorithm s. The first algorithm  computes a minimal 
path , bu t does not handle node/link  failures. The second algorithm  computes an alternate 
pa th  in case of node/link  failures, bu t the path  may not be minimal.
1.2 Thesis Outline
In C hapter 2, we give an overview of some areas which are involved in this research, such 
as m ulticom puters, direct networks, wormhole routing, and self-stabilization. C hapters 3 
and 4 include the  m ain contribution of this thesis. In Chapter 3, we present an algorithm  
for self-stabilizing wormhole routing in hypercubes, followed by its proof of correctness. In 
Chapter 4, we have extended the algorithm  given in Chapter 3 to accom modate node/link
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
failures and recoveries. In C hapter 5, we give concluding rem arks and future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND CONCEPTS
In this chapter, we define many terminologies in the  areas of parallel com puting, inter­
connection networks, routing protocols, fault-tolerant com puting, and self-stabilization. In 
Section 2.1, we define m ulticom puters, and in Section 2.2, we discuss direct networks. A 
brief discussion of routing protocols is included in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 defines worm­
hole routing, and lists its advantages and disadvantages. In Section 2.5, we give a short 
introduction to self-stabilization.
2.1 M ulticom puters
M ulticom puters are com puting systems in which thousands of processors are connected 
in a parallel m anner to  achieve teraflops of com putational power [18, 26]. Such large-scale 
multiprocessors are usually organized as ensembles of nodes, where each node can be viewed 
as a combination of a router and a processor w ith some RAM, bus, and I /O  circuitry  [10]. 
The processors can be graphics processors, vector processors, or symbolic processors. This 
type of architecture is called physically d istribu ted  memory parallel com puter, and hence, 
multicom puters are called distributed-rnernory multiprocessors [56]. These processors need 
to  be interconnected, and Direct Networks (refer Section 2.2) serve th is purpose with m any 
advantages [67].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2.2 Direct Networks
A Direct Network is a type of interconnection network model in which nodes send mes­
sages to  one another through directed channels. Examples of direct netw ork topologies 
include mesh, tree, and hyper cube. Direct networks have emerged as a popular architec­
tu re  for massively parallel computers because of their scalability. The to ta l comm unication 
bandw idth, memory bandwidth, and processing capability of the  system  increase with the 
num ber of nodes. Neighboring nodes exchange messages directly while nodes th a t are not 
connected directly comm unicate by passing messages through interm ediate nodes. Hence 
routing becomes inevitable. Different routing techniques can be employed depending upon 
the system specifications, resource requirem ents, network traffic, etc. Some of the rou t­
ing algorithm s commonly used in direct networks are discussed in Section 2.3. Exam ples of 
experim ental and commercial systems based on direct networks include In te l’s iPSC, Touch­
stone D elta [26], Paragon [58], Ncube-2/3 [18], Cray T3D [47, 60], M IT J-M achine [57], and 
Stanford DASH [52].
Factors th a t characterize direct networks are:
T o p o lo g y : The topology defines the model in which nodes are interconnected in a network. 
If every node is connected to  every other node, then  the network is said to  be com­
plete. Complete networks obviate forwarding of packets by in term ediate nodes, bu t 
are practical only for very small networks. Hence multihop topologies [56] are widely 
used for direct networks rather than  complete topologies. Next, we define some of the 
properties of a topology. Bisection width is the minimum num ber of channels required 
to  divide the network into two equal halves. Channel width is the  num ber of b its th a t 
a physical channel can transm it sim ultaneously between two adjacent nodes. Chan­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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nel rate is the peak rate in b its/sec  a t which bits can be transferred over a channel. 
Topologies w ith low bisection w idth, high channel width, and high channel ra te  are 
preferred for be tter performance.
R o u tin g : Routing  is the process of forwarding packets form source to  destination when they 
are not directly connected. The sequence of channels through which th is forwarding is 
done is called a path, and the num ber of channels involved is called path length. P a th  
length is critical in routing because it decides the tim e a packet stays in the network, 
which in tu rn  affects the network traffic. Different types of routing techniques are 
briefly discussed in Section 2.3.
F lo w  C o n tro l:  A network consists of m any channels and buffers. Flow control deals w ith 
the allocation of channels and buffers to  a packet as it travels along a path  through the 
network. A good flow control policy should avoid channel congestion while reducing 
network latency. A routing algorithm  determines which outpu t channel is selected for 
a packet arriving on a given input channel. Therefore, routing may be referred to  as 
the output selection policy. The input selection policy determines which input channel 
may use an available outgoing channel.
S w itc h in g : Switching is the actual mechanism th a t removes d a ta  from an input chan­
nel and places it on an ou tpu t channel. We briefly define four different switching 
techniques used in m ulticom puter networks. In store-and-forward switching, when a 
packet reaches an interm ediate node, the entire packet is stored in a buffer before 
being forwarded to  a neighboring node. This technique is also called packet switch­
ing. In virtual cut-through [45], a packet is stored at an interm ediate node only if the  
next required channel is busy. In circuit switching, a physical circuit is constructed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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between the source and destination before the actual packet is transm itted . All chan­
nels in this circuit are exclusively reserved until the transm ission ends, and hence 
buffers can be elim inated. Wormhole routing is a type of switching th a t uses f)oth 
v irtual cut-through and circuit switching techniques and is discussed in more detail 
in Section 2.4.
2.3 Routing Protocols 
Since nodes do not physically share memory, they must com m unicate by passing mes­
sages through the network. A nd routing of packets becomes unavoidable when the source 
and destination are not neighbors. The scheme used by a router to  decide one channel, 
among m any available channels, to  forward a packet is called as a routing protocol A 
routing protocol needs to  be simple and robust [36] with low latency and high throughput. 
Different types of routing protocols are used depending upon the system specifications, 
router capabilities, processor memory, etc. We will briefly discuss the different types of 
routing protocols in th is section. Since m any of these routing protocols can be combined 
w ith one another it becomes hard  to  distinguisfi clearly the differences between some of 
these routing protocols. For literatu re  on different routing protocols, see [63] and [38].
A routing algorithm  is said to  be deterministic  or oblivious if its behavior is independent 
of current network conditions. For example, deadlock-free routing (refer Section 2.4.2) can 
be achieved by assigning each channel a unique number and allocating channels to packets 
in strictly  ascending (or descending) order. This type of routing, called dimension ordered 
routing, is determ inistic. Determ inistic routing can be further classified into source (e.g., 
street-sign routing [56]) and distributed (e.g., e-cube routing [56]) routing. In the previous 
case the  routing pa th  is decided a t the source node and in the later case it is decided
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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at every node along the path . The main disadvantage of determ inistic routing is th a t it 
cannot respond to  dynamic network conditions, such as congestion [22], In adaptive routing, 
the router behaves according to  the current network conditions. At each node the router 
allocates an outgoing channel to  the  incoming packet depending on the resources available at 
th a t instant, hence adaptive. This type is further classified into fully adaptive and partially 
adaptive routing, depending on the level of adaptiveness. Based on the length of the path  
taken from the  source to  destination, routing can be minimal or non-minimal. For example, 
in e-cube routing the path  taken from the source to  the destination is minimum and it can 
be non-minimal in case of west-first routing protocol.
2.4 W ormhole Routing 
Wormhole routing is a cu t-through approach to  circuit switching. Although both virtual 
cut-through and circuit switching (refer Section 2.2) offer low network latencies th a t are 
relatively independent of pa th  length, virtual cut-through requires th a t blocked packets be 
buffered, and circuit switching makes it difficult to  implement v irtual channels. Dally and 
Seitz [23] proposed wormhole routing to  overcome these difficulties while offering similar 
network latency. In  wormhole routing, message packets are broken into smaller fragments 
called flow control digits (or flits). I t is a lightweight and efficient m ethod of routing 
messages in a m ultiprocessor framework. Routing and control information is stored in the 
first flit (also called the  header flit). As the header flit moves through the network toward 
its destination, every processor it passes through will reserve a channel for the remaining 
flits of the message. W hen the  last (tail) flit of the  message passes through a processor, 
the channel reservation is released. If a header flit reaches a processor where there is no 
available ou tpu t channel resource, the  other flits in the message packet rem ain where they
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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are until the header advances. Thus, the flits of the  packet wind from the source to  the 
destination like a worm.
2.4.1 Advantages of W ormhole Routing
1. Message flits need to  be buffered only if no free channel is available for forwarding 
when they reach a node. This decreases the am ount of tim e spent in transm itting  
data.
2. Buffer needs to  be only few flits in size as opposed to  whole packet and this reduces 
channel setup tim e. Message flits are only few bits in size and depends on system 
param eters, in particu lar the channel width.
3. Low latency and high throughput. Latencies for store-and-forward and virtual cut 
through are functions of product of packet length and distance to  travel, while th a t 
for wormhole routing and circuit switching is a function of sum of packet length and 
distance to  travel.
4. The concept of v irtual channels can be incorporated to achieve adaptive routing. It 
is a technique in whicfi a physical channel is divided into m any cliannels to  employ 
parallel transm ission of flits between two routers.
5. Packet replication becomes easier, which is used in broadcast and m ulticast commu­
nications. Since the flit size is small, it can be duplicated faster and sent through 
different channels from a single router.
6. Ease of im plem entation in VLSI. Since all routing protocols need to  be deployed 
in real-tim e system s using hardw are cfiips, it is necessary for these systems to  be 
practical.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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7. Reduced dependency between latency and inter-node distance. Therefore, wormhole 
routing can be implemented even in a network w ith humongous num ber of nodes.
2.4.2 Overheads in W ormhole Routing 
Since wormhole routing extensively uses packets (i.e., flits), it becomes an im portant 
issue to assure safe delivery of packets a t the destination. Switching stra tegy  and routing 
algorithm  used are among several factors th a t affect comm unication latency of the network. 
Below are some of the situations th a t can postpone packet delivery indefinitely.
D e a d lo ck . Deadlock can occur if packets are allowed to  hold some resources (channels) 
while requesting others; a set of packets m ay become blocked forever. One way to  solve the 
deadlock problem is to  allow the preem ption of packets involved in a deadlock situation, bu t 
th is increases the latency, and hence not used. A nother m ethod th a t is more widely used 
to  avoid deadlock is by ordering the resources and allocating them  in a strictly  monotonie 
order (e.g., dimension ordered routing). A channel dependence graph [24] can be used to 
develop a deadlock-free routing algorithm . The nodes of a channel dependency graph for a 
network is formed by its links and its vertices are formed by the pairs of channels connected 
by the routing function. V irtual channels can also be used to avoid deadlock.
L ive lock . This problem arises whenever a packet can be denied delivery to  its destination 
forever. Livelock may occur if nonrninimal routing is allowed or if the  input selection policy 
(refer Section 2.2) is unfair.
S ta rv a t io n . A network is said to starve if some resources which a  node is waiting for is 
never granted. This problem arises when a node wants to  send a packet but is never allowed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to  do so. For example, starvation can occur if a circuit setup a ttem p t repeatedly encounters 
a blocked channel forcing the circuit to be torn  down.
2.4.3 Wormhole Routing for Collective Com m unication 
Com m unication in a wormhole-routed network environm ent m ay be point-to-point which 
involves a single source and a single destination, or collective, in which more th an  two nodes 
participate [54]. Nodes use collective operations to  distribute, gather, and exchange d a ta  to  
perform global com putations such as max, rnin, sum, etc. These com putations are used in 
sorting, graph and search algorithms [49]. For tfie systems which do not support collective 
communications, they can be simulated by sending m ultiple point-to-point messages. These 
im plem entations are called unicast-based [55]. This strategy is often expensive, and hence 
m ost of the systems are designed to  support collective comm unication of messages. The 
growing interest in collective operations is evidenced by their inclusion in Message Passing 
Interface (M PI) [1], an emerging standard  for comm unication routines used by message- 
passing programs.
Collective communication can be broadcast, scatter, gather, all-to-all broadcast, or all- 
to-all scatter-gather. They are achieved by either hardw are routing algorithm s or software 
routing algorithms. Hardware routing algorithm s include using m ultiple ports, virtual chan­
nels, and Interm ediate Reception (IR) capability [54]. Software routing algorithm s employ 
arranging of constituent messages, e.g., in a tree, so as to  make b e tte r  use of the  underlying 
hardw are features. Wormhole routing can be used for collective com m unication to  increase 
the  overall efficiency.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.5 Self-stabilization
The concept of self-stabilization has been known for about th irty  years as a  paradigm  of 
designing fault-tolerant systems. This concept was introduced to  com puter science by Dijk­
s tra  [28, 27] and later strongly endorsed by Lam port [50]. The idea of self-stabilization was 
used in other areas (such as numerical analysis, control theory, systems science, etc.) long 
before D ijkstra coined the word “self-stabilization” . M any definitions of self-stabilization 
exist in the literature, and unfortunately, the stabilizing research com m unity did not con­
verge on a single definition. One widely accepted definition is as follows: A self-stabilizing 
system, regardless of its initial sta te , converges in finite tim e to  a set of s ta tes  tlia t satisfy 
its specification. It can also be defined with respect to  behavior instead of s ta te  as follows: 
A self-stabilizing system, starting  from an arb itrary  state , reaches a sta te  in finite tim e such 
th a t it s ta rts  behaving according to  its specification. In this section, we will give an informal 
overview of some aspects of stabilization. Our goal is not to  give a comprehensive sum m ary 
of the whole area. Readers can refer to  [41] for an almost current on-line bibliography of 
stabilizing literature, [29] for the only book on tfiis topic, [33, 37, 59] for surveys of the 
area, and [6, 9] for an introduction to  the concept of self-stabilization.
Although D ijkstra’s work [27] did not mention any application of self-stabilization to 
fault-tolerance, there has been a lot of research on tfiis topic. The dissertations [5, 48] are 
excellent sources on th is topic. The self-stafiilization was defined in term s of closure and 
convergence in [5, 7]. Closure refers to  the property which requires th a t during all system 
executions, tfie system  stays witliin some set of legal or desirable set of s ta tes  unless a fault 
occurs. Convergence requires the system to reach a legal sta te  from any a rb itra ry  (possibly 
illegal) sta te  in finite steps. A system is self-stabilizing if it satisfies bo th  closure and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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convergence properties. In [5, 7], a comprehensive study of different types of faults (such as 
crash, stuck-at, fail-stop. omission, tim ing, performance and Byzantine) and how they  are 
accom m odated in their definition of stabilization (in term s of closure and convergence) was 
included. The first formal definition of fault-tolerance was given in [7]. The results like [5, 7] 
and  some others (refer [41]) in subsequent years establish the fact th a t self-stabilization is 
the  most unified strategy of achieving fault-tolerance in d istributed systems. Previous 
a ttem p ts  were specific to  some technologies, architectures, and applications. In [48], it was 
shown th a t a fault-tolerant program  is a composition of a fault-intolerant program  and a 
set of fault-tolerance components. A m ethod for designing m ulti-tolerant program s (ones 
th a t  to lerate m ultiple types of faults) was also presented in [48]. It was shown in [43] th a t 
a sequence of crashes can drive a protocol into arb itrary  global states.
Self-stabilization has been extensively used in the area of network protocols. Numerous 
papers have been w ritten  on protocols like routing (including cut-through, wormhole), al­
ternating  bit, sliding window, session control, congestion control, connection m anagement, 
high-speed networks, sensor networks, and max-ffow computation. Refer to  [29, 41] for 
the pointers. M any of these protocols also consider message losses and duplications, and 
node/link  failures.
There exist m any self-stabilizing distribu ted  solutions for graph theory problems. Ex­
amples are different types of spanning trees, finding center and median, m axim al matching, 
search structures, and graph coloring. Stabilization has been applied to  solving m any clas­
sical d istribu ted  algoritlims. Examples include m utual exclusion, token circulation, leader 
election, synchronization and clocks, d istributed reset, distributed diffusing com putation, 
term ination detection, and propagation of inform ation with feedback. Problem s have been
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considered in different topologies (e.g., ring and tree) as well.
Numerous models have been considered in the  literature. There exist several dimensions 
of the model, such as execution model (shared registers and message passing), fairness 
(weakly fair, strongly fair, and unfair), granularity  of the atomic step (composite versus 
read/w rite  atom icity), and types of daemons (central and distributed). Stabilization time 
complexity and space complexity have been two factors of the stabilizing solutions. Several 
optim al solutions have been proposed.
Proving correctness of a stabilization program  is quite challenging. Two techniques have 
been commonly used in the  literature: convergence sta ir [39] and variant function [46] m eth­
ods. Proof techniques for random ized algorithm s are discussed in [15, 32, 40, 42]. Many gen­
eral m ethods of designing self-stabilizing program s have been proposed. We mention some of 
them  here w ithout any description: diffusing com putation [8], silent stabilization [30], local 
stabilizer [4], local checking and local correction [11, 64], distributed program  checking [12], 
counter flushing [65], window washing [19], self-containment [35], snap-stabilization [21], 
super-stabilization [31], power supply [2], and transien t fault detector [14]. A brief survey 
of self-* system s is given in
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CHAPTER 3
SELF-STABILIZING W ORM H OLE ROUTING IN HYPERCUBES 
In this chapter, we present an adaptive, minimal, and self-stabilizing wormhole routing 
algorithm  for hypercubes. The roadm ap of this chapter is as follows: In the next section, 
we state  the m otivation of this research. In Section 3.2, we discuss some of the  fault-tolerant 
routing techniques used in wormhole routing, and present self-stabilizing wormhole routing 
algorithms for rings and meshes. In Section 3.3, we first sta te  the  model used in writing 
the algorithm. The program  (including its notations) used is reported  next. We also give 
a formal definition of self-stabilization in this section. Finally, in this section, we give the 
specification of the problem solved in th is chapter. We list the  vaious types of problems 
encountered and their solutions in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The actual routing 
scheme used to  solve the problem  is informally explained in Section 3.7. In Section 3.9, 
the wormhole routing algorithm  (Algorithm  WTZT-L) is given. This section includes a detail 
informal description and the formal algorithm . Finally, the proof of the algorithm  is given 
in Section 3.10.
3.1 M otivation
Many of today’s applications such as weather prediction, aerodynam ics, and artificial in­
telligence are very com putationally intensive and require vast am ounts of processing power.
15
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To cater to the needs of such applications, we need m ulticom puters which use large num ­
ber of processors th a t execute in parallel. These parallel processors are interconnected, and 
need to communicate with each o ther to  synchronize in processing of instructions. Since the 
tim e taken for communication between processors is very critical, it is im portant to  choose 
the appropriate topology used to  connect these processors. H ypercubes offer m aximum  
efficiency with low latency. The num ber of links in a hypercube network increases loga­
rithmically with its size. Hence, the chances of deadlock is much less in hypercubes. Since 
hypercubes are not completely connected graphs, the next issue is to  route the message 
packets from a source to  destination. It is easy to  handle message packets of smaller size. 
Wormhole routing is the technique in which message packets are broken into much smaller 
fragments (called flits) a t the source and are combined at the destination. The entire pa th  
from source to destination is decided by the  header flit, and the  rem aining flits follow as a 
worm. The main advantage of wormhole routing is, there is no need to  execute the  rou t­
ing algorithm for every message fragment. The process of routing can be in terrup ted  by 
different types of faults in the system. These faults m ay result in message losses and false 
delivery of messages. This dem ands a robust routing protocol. We chose to  use the concept 
of self-stabilization to  implement the fault-tolerance in the  routing protocol. As m entioned 
in Chapter 2, self-stabilization offers a unified framework to  achieve fault-tolerance.
3.2 R elated W ork
Considerable research has been done in m aking wormhole routing robust (fault-tolerant). 
Virtual channels were added to  the network to  handle faults [22]. V irtual channels divide 
a single physical channel into many, sharing the  bandw idth between them . An adaptive 
turn-based model was used to avoid faults in [34]. If a faulty processor is encountered
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in the network, a message will choose a path  around the failed processor. All of these 
wormhole routing papers are w ritten to tolerate fail-stop faults [53], m eaning th a t one or 
m ore processors will cease to  function entirely, while the  rem ainder will faithfully execute 
their programs. Self-stabilizing network algorithm s in virtual cut through setting  were 
given in [13, 20] bu t not in a wormhole routing environm ent. Self-stabilizing algorithm s for 
simpler topologies such as rings and 2D meshes can be found in [25] and [44] respectively.
Efficient algorithm s were proposed for routing flits in the event of node an d /o r  link 
failures. Algorithms for adaptive fault-tolerant routing in hypercube m ulticom puters are 
given in [16]. An improved version of this algorithm  is given in [51]. B roadcasting in 
wormhole routed hypercubes is given in [66]. This algorithm  uses the  concept of broadcast 
subcube, which only uses local safety information. Deadlock is the m ost challenged problem 
when dealing w ith routing algorithms. To avoid deadlock, we use the  concept of channel 
dependency graph [24] to investigate the proposed algorithms. V irtual channels are used to  
overcome deadlocks in message circuits. A fault tolerant routing algorithm  for n dimensional 
hypercubes th a t can tolerate n /2  node faults with two virtual channels is given in [62]. A 
similar algorithm  th a t can tolerate n — 1 node faults w ith five v irtual channels is presented 
in [17]. The cost and complexity of hardware increase dram atically  w ith the use of five 
v irtual channels. A better algorithm th a t uses only three v irtual channels is proposed 
in [61], which tolerates the same n — 1 faulty nodes.
3.3 Model and Prelim inaries
3.3.1 Model
N etw ork Topology. The hypercube is the most efficient network used for comm unication 
between parallel processors. It can efficiently sim ulate any o ther network of the same
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size. For example, the algorithm s devised for mesh can be im plem ented in a  hypercube 
by sim ulating mesh in a hypercube. One drawback of the hypercube struc tu re  is th a t the 
num ber of links to  each node increases logarithmically with the size of the network.
The n-dimensiorial hyper cube, called n-cube, has 2" nodes and n 2 "" i links. All nodes 
have n links, and each such bi-directional link is modeled as a pair of unidirectional links. 
Processors have unique identifiers. Channels are assigned identifiers based on the  routing 
algorithm  employed.
The network is modeled as a graph G — {V ,E } ,  where P  is a set of processors in
0..2” — 1, Fi is the set of bidirectional links, and \E\ =  m 2 "" \ Each processor has a unique 
n-bit binary label.
Program . The state of a process is defined by the value of its variables. T he processes 
represent nodes or routers. The state of a system is a vector of n  +  1 com ponents where the 
first n represent the  sta te  of n  processes, and the last component refers to  the set of messages 
in transit in the links. In the following, we refer to  the state  of a process and system  as 
a (local) state and configuration, respectively. Let a distributed protocol P  be a collection 
of binary transition  relations denoted by h-+, on C, the set of all possible configurations 
of the system. A computation of a protocol P  is a maximal sequence of configurations 
e =  7 o ,7 i , . . .  , 7 t , 7 t + i , . . . ,  such th a t for t >  0 , 7 * 7 ^ + 1  (a single computation step),
if 'yt+i exists, or 7  ̂ is a term inal configuration. Maximality means th a t the sequence is 
either infinite, or it is finite and no action of V  is enabled in the final configuration. All 
com putations considered in this thesis are assumed to be maximal.
During a com putation step, one of the following actions (local steps) occurs on a t least 
one process p: (1) p  receives a message; (2 ) p  executes some internal actions; (3) p  sends
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a t least one message. The set of com putations of a protocol V  in system S  s tarting  w ith a 
particu lar configuration a  G C is denoted by Fq. The set of all possible com putations of V  
in system  S  is denoted as £.
Each action of a process is of the form:
< label X  guard > — >
<  s ta tem en t >
<  sfaternemt >
The guard of an action in the program  of a process p  is one of the following: a local guard 
of p or a receiving guard of p. A local guard of p  is a boolean expression involving the 
variables of p. A receiving guard of p is of the form: 
rev <  messageJAjpe > from <  sending  ̂ channel m a m e  >.
The statem ents of a process are of four types: assignment, sending, selection, and 
iteration. An assignment statem ent of p  is of the form: Xp := Ep where Xp is a variable of 
p  and Ep is a constant or expression of the same type as Xp. A sending statem ent of p  is of 
the form: send <  m essageJype  >  to  <  receiving-channel-nam e >.
A selection statem ent of p is of the form: if . . .  fi. An iteration statem ent of p  is of the 
form: for . .  . endfor or do w hile . . .  od.
The statem ent of an action of p updates one or more variables of p. W hen p executes 
a statem ent, we say th a t “p moves” or “p executes an action” . An action can be executed 
only if its guard evaluates to  true. We assume th a t  the actions are atomically executed, 
meaning, the evaluation of a guard and the execution of the corresponding statem ent of an 
action, if executed, are done in one atom ic step.
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Self-stabilizing Program . Let £  be a predicate (called, legitimacy predicate) defined 
with respect to  a specification (predicate) R. An algorithm  A  is self-stabilizing for the 
specification A if (i) any com putation of A  starting  from a configuration satisfying £  satisfies 
R  (correctness) and (ii) s tarting  from any configuration € C, any com putation of A  reaches 
a configuration which satisfies £  (convergence) in finite steps.
3.3.2 Problem  Specification 
Our algorithm  for self-stabilizing wormhole routing in hypercubes ensures th a t every 
message is successfully delivered from source to  destination as a sequence of flits.
Specification 3.1 (W orm hole R outing in H ypercubes) Given a well-constructed mes­
sage M  from a source node S  in a hypercube network, an execution o f  the system satisfies the 
Wormhole Routing in Hypercubes problem, (we will call it WTZH) i f  the following property 
holds:
R eliable D elivery: The message At from S  will be safely delivered at its destination.
This property  ensures correct behavior of the  algorithm . We also require our algorithm  
to be self-stab ilizing as per the definition given in the previous section.
3.4 Problem s Encountered 
In the self-stabilizing environm ent, network faults can corrupt the  local variables of any 
network processor. Thus message flits and their wormhole routing paths can be sponta­
neously introduced, lost, or corrupted.
3.4.1 Faulty Messages 
There are two kinds of corrupted messages th a t we may encounter;
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1. Messages th a t are s tru ctu ra lly  not correct. A transient fault can cause message frag­
ments to  be corrupted beyond usefulness, or lost altogether. These messages will not 
contain header an d /o r ta il flits and are of one of the following types:
(a) Headerless Message Fragments: This happens when several message flits are in 
the network w ithout a header.
(b) Header Message Fragments: A header w ithout a tail moves alone in the network.
(c) Headerless Flooding: A single message w ithout a header and w ithout a tail oc­
cupies all the network Hits and moves throughout the network.
2. Messages th a t are log ica l ly  not correct. These messages will contain both a header and 
a tail, but the contents of the  message will be corrupted from an application point of 
view or from a routing point of view.
3.4.2 Faulty Paths
The hypercube topology offers m any paths for a single flit to  follow to  its destination. 
Thus all hypercube routing algorithm s make heavy use of circuits. A circuit  is a network 
path  reserved for the body of a particu lar message by the fieader flit. A fault can cause 
invalid circuits to  form in the  network.
1. S tructurally  invalid circuits have at least one internal flaw th a t will prevent progress 
in the algorithm , since the routing code cannot function properly. S tructural flaws 
include branching circuits, cyclical circuits, and broken circuits.
(a) Branching circuits contain processors w ith more th an  one outgoing channel re­
served for a given incoming channel. Thus there is a branch in the  circuit in at
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least one processor in the circuit. Branched circuits can cause flits to  be scat­
tered throughout the network, or it can cause hits to  arrive a t the destination 
processor out of order.
(b) Cyclical circuits are network paths th a t contain a closed loop. Cyclical circuits 
cause race conditions in which message hits move forever in the closed circuit.
(c) Broken circuits are those in which the circuit has one or more holes in it. A 
hole is a processor in a network path  th a t  no longer has an outgoing path  for a 
particular message. Thus broken circuits are severed into two or m ore disjoint 
pieces before the entire message reaches the  destination.
(d) Stale circuits are those in which the  tail h it of a message is lost before it can 
completely clean up a circuit. The circuit can be partial or end to  end complete.
2. Logically invalid circuits are structurally  sound and complete, bu t they are constructed 
in such a way th a t a message can never reach its destination.
3.5 Solutions and Ideas 
Our algorithm  implements the following solutions to  these problems:
3.5.1 Faulty  Messages 
H eaderless M essage Fragm ents. If the header of a message is lost before it reaches 
its destination, we m ust handle and discard this corrupted message. W hen a header hit 
of a message is received in the incoming channel of a processor, the channel is locked for 
th a t message until the tail of th a t message is encountered. W henever a processor receives a 
non-header message fragment on an incoming channel th a t  is not reserved for th a t message, 
then  the fragment is discarded.
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Header M essage Fragm ents. Corruption can cause the netw ork to  be flooded with 
message headers w ithout tails. To correct this, we can tim estam p the  channel locked as 
soon a header hit is received. W hen a new header is received the  channel is freed and the 
tim er variable takes the current tim estam p.
H eaderless F looding. Since the network can s ta rt in any a rb itra ry  state , it is possible 
to  have every processor hlled by a non-header hit. These hits will no t have channels locked 
for them  so they will be discarded.
M essages that are logically not correct. It is possible for a  header hit to contain a 
destination th a t does not exist in the network. Since each header h it has a tim eout stam p 
in the header, the message is eventually dropped. The message will then  be a headerless 
message, which was handled above.
3.5.2 Faulty Paths
In order to return  to  a legitim ate global state , every faulty circuit m ust be torn down. 
We can deal w ith the incorrect circuits in the following manner:
Broken and sta le  circuits. They are the most difhcult to  deal with. Since a tail hit 
may never pass through these circuits, we m ust implement a  tim eout mechanism on each 
processor. If no new message hit is sent on an assigned outgoing channel for a sufhciently 
long period of tim e, then  the channel lock will be cleared out.
C yclical and branching circuits. They can be checked for whenever a packet is to  be 
sent on an outgoing channel. Each one of these faults can be detected  locally on a single 
processor.
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A processor can detect a bTancJiing path  while attem pting to  route a hit. If m ore than  
one outbound channel is assigned to  the h it’s pa th  then the circuit has a branch.
A cyclical circuit can be detected by a processor from the tim estam p on the  message 
and the message will eventually be dropped.
3.6 Assumptions and Conventions 
D ata Corruption: Only variable corruptions a t the processors are handled. D a ta  corrup­
tion at processors and during transit (in links) are not handled. It is the  responsibility 
of the application layer to  discard these messages. Instead completely lost d a ta  are 
handled.
U nicast: Message from a source is sent only to  one destination. M ulticast and broadcast 
are not handled.
M ultip le senders: At a given instan t, any num ber of processors can send messages.
Crash Faults: A processor th a t crashes will instantly  reset, w ith all variables set to  arbi­
tra ry  values. Processors are always active and available on the network.
A tom ic A ctions: All enabled actions within a single processor in the network are executed 
atomically. This does not prevent other processors from executing actions a t the same 
time.
C onnection M anagem ent: There are two types of network comm unications, connection­
less and connection-oriented [38]. In a connectionless communication, a Processor P  
can flood another Processor Q with message packets without regard for the  readiness of 
Q to  accept those messages. The Processor Q is allowed to  discard any messages th a t
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it cannot process or hold in its local buffer. Wormhole routing requires connection- 
oriented strict flow control, since only one flit can be held by a given processor a t any 
tim e. We m ust assume a self-stabilizing alternating bit protocol such as the algorithm  
described in [3]. Thus we can prevent a Processor P  from sending more than  one flit 
a t a tim e to  a Processor Q th a t is ready to accept one.
Fair Scheduler: We model a large local m ulti-processor system. All processors in the 
network move at nearly the same speed. Channels can be modeled by physical wires 
w ith a known-bound delay, or by read-modify-write shared registers. Thus we assume 
a fair asynchronous environm ent for all processors. By fair, we mean th a t if a processor 
has a guarded command th a t is continuously enabled, then this guard is eventually 
executed.
H ard-C oded C onstants: Constants are hard coded and cannot be corrupted. C onstant 
values occupy static  and read-only memory. Typically, constants for our algorithm  
are inputs from the application layer.
R are occurrence o f Errors: In any inflnite execution, the number of faulty actions is 
finite. P u t simply, all faults have to  eventually stop in order for the error correction 
code to  re tu rn  the network to  correct behavior. Those failures are transient failures: 
after some tim e, they cease to  occur.
T im eout A ctions: Since we assumed th a t we have a fair scheduler, th a t all processor 
execution speeds are similar, and th a t communication delays are bounded, then  we 
can assum e th a t all tim eout actions are based on the local clock at each processor.
Variable D om ains: Each variable has a set of valid values th a t it may take. The variable
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cannot be corrupted  to a value outside of the legal domain of th a t variable.
3.7 Model and Hypothesis 
A wormhole routing processor in a n-cube network has n  incoming channels and n 
outgoing channels, requiring more hardw are and software sophistication. Complex decision 
making m ust be done in the  routing code as to  how and where to  send a packet.
Every processor m ust have an input selection policy and an output selection policy de­
term ined by the  underlying routing algorithm . W hen a processor receives flits on many 
incoming channels, the  input selection policy determines which incoming message channel 
will be chosen to  receive a flit. W hen more than  one message is waiting for a single outgoing 
channel, the  output selection policy determines wfiich message will be chosen first. We will 
assume th a t the  input selection policy is round-robin , and th a t the ou tpu t selection policy 
is FIFO (the oldest message will be chosen first). In this m anner we can guarantee th a t no 
message waits forever to  be received or transm itted  by a  processor. This is im portant in 
order to prove th a t the  algorithm  behaves correctly.
3.7.1 E-cube Routing for Hypercubes 
In an n-cube, the  m aximum  distance between any two processors is n. The relative 
address of source and destination is arrived using X O R  operation on their binary addresses. 
If the distance between source and destination is d then  their relative address will have bit 
1 a t d bit positions corresponding to  d distinct dimensions. These dimensions are called 
preferred dimensions  while the rem aining n — d dimensions are called spare dimensions. An 
optim al (minimal) p a th  of length d contains d, preferred dimensions only. Any such path  
m ust use links a t each of these preferred dimensions later or sooner.
W hen a node receives a header flit it checks if it is destination. If it is then  the flit is
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delivered and the channel is reserved for d a ta  and tail flits. If this is not the  case then the 
lowest preferred dimension is reserved if it is available, if not the next preferred dimension 
and so forth. This is done for all the preferred dimensions by repeated checking since all 
these dimensions m ust be used to  get the  optim al path .
3.8 D ata  S tructures
Network: A n-cube network has 2" nodes and n2^~^ links. Nodes are aware of the di­
mension (n) of the hypercube. Each node has an unique identifier represented by a 
sequence of n-bit binary digits {bn~i,bn~2 i ■ ■ ■, bo), where bi E {0,1} for 0 <  1 <  n — 1. 
The bit bi is called the i-dimensional b it. Two nodes are connected by a link if and only 
if the binary representation of their nodes differ in exactly one bit. A link is called an 
f-dirnensional link if it connects two nodes th a t differ in their Adimensional bits. Each 
node represents a processor and its memory. Each link represents a comm unication 
channel between a pair of processors.
Channels: Each processor P  has n  incoming channels and n outgoing channels. The incom­
ing and outgoing channels are nam ed as P*®, P*^, . . . ,  pdn-^)  and P°^\ P °^ , . . . ,  
respectively. The Ham ming distance between two processors X  and Y ,  denoted by 
H {X ,  y ) ,  is the num ber of b its in which their binary representation differs.
V irtual Channel: We will assume th a t along any inflnite execution, there will be infinitely 
many processors activated th a t  will in itia te  a message on the network. To accommo­
date  this, each processor has a  local virtual cliannel P*^ th a t allows the  processor to 
in itiate  messages. To in itiate  a message, we will assume th a t a processor will send 
itself a legitim ate message one flit a t a  tim e on P™.
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M essag es : Messages are exchanged by the processors in the form of flits. There are three 
types of flits: header, data, and tail flits. H eader and tail flits are control flits th a t 
contribute to  the establishm ent and destruction of the circuits, respectively. Header 
flits carry the destination address where the message has to  be delivered. Tail flit 
marks the end of the message. D ata  flits contain the actual content of the message. 
All flits contain local message identifiers to  prevent m ism atch of flits a t the destination.
M essage Identifier: The protocol m ust be able to  distinguish messages from one another. 
However, since there are many sim ultaneous senders in the network, the message 
identifiers may not be globally unique. We im plem ent th is uniqueness by using a two 
tuple made of source processor (S)  and processor message num ber (mid). These pairs 
guarantee uniqueness since the processor identifiers are assumed to  be unique.
3.9 A lgorithm
This section formally presents the self-stabilizing wormhole routing algorithm  in hyper­
cubes. Finally, in Section 3.9.2 each action of the  algorithm  is briefly described.
3.9.1 M ain Program
The main program  (presented as Algorithm  3.1) consists of three sets of actions:
1. RECV actions (presented as Algorithm  3.2) are activated when a flit is received on an 
incoming channel,
2. SEND actions (presented as Algorithm  3.3) are activated when a processor is able to 
transm it a flit buffer,
3. ERROR actions (presented as Algorithm  3.4) are activated when a local error condition 
is detected.
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3.9.2 Algorithm  Description 
In this section we briefly explain the behavior of our algorithm  in finding a path  for 
the  message flits from source to  destination. The main algorithm  is presented as three sets 
of actions: receive actions, send actions, and error correction actions. All of these actions 
are evaluated in parallel. If more than  one actions are enabled a t an  instan t, the daemon 
selects exactly one action and it is executed. Receive actions and send actions are enabled 
when hits move from one processor to  another. Receive and send actions are enabled at 
the receiver and sender, respectively. E rror correction actions are special class of actions 
th a t are executed when transient faults occur in the system. These actions contribute to  
the self-stabilizing task of the algorithm.
First, we explain the process through which the message flits are routed  from a source to 
a destination with the corresponding receive/send actions. Second, we explain the actions 
involved in recovering the system  from faults.
3.9.2.1 Normal Behavior 
C hoosing Preferred D im ensions: Each n-cube (n-dimensional hypercube) has n  di­
mensions. The message hits from source to  destination are tran sm itted  only using 
specific dimensions, called preferred dimensions. These dim ensions are calculated in 
Line 2.08 in Algorithm  3.2. One of these dimensions is then  chosen in Lines 2.09-2.11, 
and the header flit is routed in th a t dimension. All of the routing calculations are 
done only for the header flit since d a ta  and tail flits follow the  p a th  taken by the 
header flit.
C ircuit E stablishm ent by H eader Flits: The header flit establishes a  circuit for d a ta  
and tail flits to  follow. W hen a  processor receives a header flit. Action TZi becomes
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A lgorithm  3.1 Self-stabilizing Wormhole Routing in Hypercubes (M ain program ) (Algo­
rithm  WTZFi) for Processor x.
C onstants:
1 .01 n  Total num ber of processors in the hyper cube;
1 .0 2  m a x  — t im er  :: Maximum tim e before which a channel gets unlocked;
1.03 C  :: C urrent processor label;
1.04 S  :: Source processor label;
1.05 D  :: D estination processor label;
Variables:
1 .0 6  R  :: Relative address of Source and Destination;
1.07 k  :: 0 ..n - l ;
1 .0 8 sys  — t im er  :: Current system time;
1.09 clat D ata;
1 .1 0  m id  :: Message ID;
M acros:
1 11 Locked{F'^^) =  Returns the num ber of outgoing channels locked
for the input channel P “ ;
Predicates:
1 .1 2  V a lid F l i t{P ’'^) =  P^^.Timer <  m a x  — t im er  A  P^^.Smirce =  S  A  P ^ ^ .M ID  =  mid\
1.13 C o n t e n d  =  P ° '= .C T g  =  T O W  A =  P*'';
Flits:
1.14 h f { S ,m i d ,D )  :: Header flit;
1.15 d f{S .m id ,d a t)  :: D ata  flit;
1 .1 6  t f { S ,m id ,d a t )  :: Tail flit;
Channels:
1.17 P*^ :: Incoming channel;
1 .1 8  P°^ :: Outgoing channel;
1.19 P̂ .̂TocA; :: {AT7TT, P'':}
1 .2 0  P"^^.Buf f e r  :: {< empty > , h f , d f , t f }
1 .21 P'^  ̂. B u f  f e r  :: {< empty  > , h f ,  df, i f ]
1 .2 2  P * ''.O T S ::{F fF O R ,T O W }
1.23 P r y o r s  :: (RFOR, TOW}
1.24 P'^^.Timer :: Tim estam p
A ctions:
1.25 begin
1 .2 6  Receive Actions
1.27 [] Send Actions
1 .2 8  [] E rror Correction Actions
1.29 end
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A lg o r ith m  3.2  Algorithm  WTZTl Receive Actions.
2 .0 1 (TZi) rev h f ( S , m i d , D )  from — >
2 .0 2  do while exists(P°^.Lock =
2.03 P̂ ' .̂TocA; =  A PTT
2.04 od
2.05 if P  © C  =  0 — >
2 .0 6  deliver h f ( D )
2 .0 7  []P © C ^  0 ----------^
2 .0 8  R, r C  (B D,  0;
2.09 do while ~'(P[r] =  1 A P^^.Lock  =NULL)
2 .1 0  r  =  r  +  1
2 .1 1  od
212 P°^.TocA;, P 'P P r f / / e r ,  P ^P C T g  :=  P^'', mW, D ), FfFGFf;
2 .1,1 P'^^'.Timer, P^"^.Source, P ^^ .M ID  ,sys — timer, S, mid;
2.14 h
2.15 (77-2) [] rev df(S,  mid, dat) from P*^ — >
2.16 if TocA;ed(P'^) =  0 A VaZWPZzt(P''') — ^
2.17 deliver df{S,  mid, dat);
2.18 [] TocA:ed(P '̂=) =  1 A yo/idPPt(P^'=) — ^
2 19 P'':.BuEer,P^''.CTS—df(S, mid, dat), HIGH;
2.20 |] TocA;ed(P'*:) >  1 V ^yoZWPFit(P^':) — ,
2.21 do while exists(P°^.Lock= P*^’)




' 2 .2 6  ( P 3 ) [] rev t f { S , m i d , d a t )  from P*^ — >
2.27 if TocA;ed(P '̂=) =  0 A yaHdPZit(P''=) ^
2 .2 8  deliver t f ( S ,  mid, dat)
2.29 [] TocA:ed(P^'') =  I  A yaH dPfit(P^'') — ^
2.30 P^':.Buffer,P^^CTS:=tf(S, mid, dat), HIGH;
2.31 0 TocA;ed(P^*) >  1 V -iyaZ2dPTt(P'^) — ^
2.32 do while exists(P°^\Lock= P**’)




2 . 3 5  discard tf
2 .3 6 h
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A lgorithm  3.3 Algorithm  W TIH  Send Actions.
3.01 (5 i) C a n S en d  — >
3 .0 2  if B u f f e r  — h f ( S ,  m id , D) — >
3.03 send h f [ S , m i d , D )  to P°^;
3.04 \ \P^^ '.Bu ffer  = df{S,  mid. dat) — »
3.05 send d f(S ,m id ,da ,t)  to  P°^;
3.Of, \\P'̂ ^ . B u f  f e r  = t f { S , m i d , d a t )  — >
3.07 send t f { S , m i d , d a t )  to  P"^;
3.08 P°\TocA: =  AH7TT;
3.09  fi
3.10 P^^.CTS, P ' ^ ^ . Bu f f e r  LO W , < em pty  > ;
A lgorithm  3.4 Algorithm  W P H  E rror Correction Actions.
4.01 (£]) =  TOW A f  <  emptÿ >-
4.03 (£ 2 ) [] P '^ ' . O T g  =  B F O B  A P ' * : . B u / / e r  = <  e m p t ÿ
4.04 P '̂ .̂OP  ̂:= TOW;
4 .0 5  (£3) [] ( P '* '\P n / /e r  =  df [S, m id , dat) V P'''^.Buf f e r  =  t f  (S, mid, dat))  
ALocked{P^^) A 1 — >
4.06 P^^.CTS, P ’̂ ^ .B u f  f e r  := LO W , < em pty  >;
4.07 do while exists(P°^.Tocfc =  P ‘̂ )
4.08 P°^.Lock  :=  N U L L ;
4.09 od
4.10 (£ 4 ) D T I M E O U T  P ° '^ .T o c k  -  P ^ '' A T " '= .O r S  =  T O W  — ^
P°'=.TocA:, P'k.CTS", P'^^.Bri/Zer := AUTT, TOW < empt;/ >;4 . ] 1
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enabled. As m entioned earlier, all routing decisions are m ade for the  header flit by 
this action. The first task  performed here is to  clear out all channel locks th a t already 
exist for the incoming channel of the header flit. Next, the flit’s destination field is 
m atched with the current processor, and if it m atches, the flit is delivered. Otherwise 
the flit is transm itted  through one of the preferred dimensions. The flit is stored in 
the node buffer ( B u f f e r ) ,  and all the variables, viz.. L o c k ,C T S ,T im e r ,  Source, and 
M I D  are assigned appropriate  values. W hen the  B u f f e r  is filled with the header flit 
and C a nSend  predicate returns true. Action 5 i is enabled. This predicate evaluates 
if the necessary variables have appropriate  values in order to  send the flit. The header 
flit is sent by executing Line 3.03.
Transm ission o f D ata  Flits: The d a ta  flits follow the  path  established by the header flit. 
W hen a d a ta  flit is received a t a processor from one of its input channels, say 
Action 77-2 becomes enabled. The num ber of ou tp u t channels locked for P*^ is then 
com puted using the m acro Locked(P^^). If there are no ou tpu t channels locked for 
P*^ and the flit is a valid flit {ValidPlit(P'^^) m acro is used), then the flit is delivered 
at the node. If exactly one channel is locked, the  flit is stored in its buffer. If more 
th an  one channels are locked or the flit is not valid, then it is discarded and channels 
are cleared. Now, the  flit is checked for its validity by Action <Si, and is sent to  the 
locked ou tpu t channel (Line 3.05).
C ircuit D estruction  by Tail Flits: The tail flits use the pa th  established by the header 
flit, and releases the  resources reserved on its way to the destination. Action 77.3 is 
enabled when a processor receives a  tail flit from one of its input channels. Similar 
to  the d a ta  flits, the num ber of ou tpu t channels locked for the flit is evaluated. If no
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output channels are locked, the flit is delivered and the circuit is destroyed. If only 
one channel is reserved, the flit is transm itted  through th a t channel. Action 5] is 
enabled and Line 3.07 is executed to  send a tail flit. The circuit is destroyed after the 
transmission of the tail flit.
3.9.2.2 Error Correction 
W hen the B u f f e r  of any channel is filled w ith a flit, the C T S  variable m ust be set 
to  H I G H  and only one ou tpu t channel should be locked, ou tpu t channels locked m ust be 
one. The former condition is ensured by the error correction actions £\  and £ 2 - The la tter 
condition is ensured by £ 3 . W hen a flit stays in a processor for a  prolonged period of time, 
it is considered to  be unrout able and is discarded using Action £4 .
3.10 Proof of Correctness 
In this section, we will prove the correctness of the  algorithm  presented in Section 3.9 
and show th a t it satisfies the specifications as defined in Section 3.3.2. F irst, the system 
legitimacy predicates are described in Section 3.10.1. Second, we proceed to  prove reliable 
delivery in Section 3.10.2 and convergence in Section 3.10.3.
3.10.1 Legitimacy Predicates 
In this section, we will define three sets of predicates: processor (CP),  message (£A4), 
and circuit (CC) predicates. Thus, the  legitimacy predicate is defined as follows:
L -w m -i =  L IP  A £ A 4  A CJZ.
The detailed definitions of the  predicates LP,  CM., and CC will be given in Sec­
tions 3.10.1.1, 3.10.1.2, and 3.10.1.3 respectively.
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3.10.1.1 Processor Predicates
£ P  =  A £ ? 2 .
C V \:  For every processor, all incoming channels with a  C T S  value equal to  H I G H  m ust 
have a flit in their buffer.
C V 2 ' For every processor, all incoming channels m ust have a unique ou tp u t channel locked 
for it, or no locked output channel a t all.
£ ? 2  =  VP G y  : TocFed(P'*:) =  1 V Tocked(P^'') =  0.
3.10.1.2 Message Predicates 
CM.: A message is constructed with a header flit, one or more d a ta  flits, and a  tail flit. The 
difficulty with this predicate is th a t m any messages will not have all of their flits on the 
network at one time. A header Hit and m ultiple d a ta  flits may have been legitim ately 
delivered to  the destination while a tail flit rem ains on the network. A header Hit may 
be on the network, while d a ta  flits and the tail flit wait to  be transm itted . To get all 
of the flits for a single message M , for a pa th  C  take:
C M  =  [M  =  ( f l i t s  delivered) |J  ( f l i t s  in  trans it)  (J ( f l i t s  not yet t ra n sm it te d ) ) .
For example: Let FT be a header flit, Di be a d a ta  flit, and T  be a tail Hit:
RECEIVER PROCESSOR Delivered: H  
INTERMEDIATE PROCESSOR 2 F lit Buffer: D i  
INTERMEDIATE PROCESSOR 1 Flit Buffer: D 2
SENDER PROCESSOR Application Buffer: T
The correct message is : H, D i, D 2 , T
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3.10.1.3 Circuit Predicates 
Message passing in hypercubes involves heavy usage of circuits. Each processor in an n- 
cube can participate in n different circuits. All processors have n incoming and n outgoing 
channels. The following are the legitimacy predicates for network circuits.
LC-. Formally, a structurally  legitim ate circuit C is a finite set of incoming and outgoing 
channels well-ordered by the relation R , such th a t N R, M iff there is a pa th  from N 
to  M , where N and M are processor channels.
Formally, R  is defined as follows:
(i) We define R  P°-^ on a Processor P  iff P'^^.Lock =  P “ .
(ii) We define P°^ R  iff P°^' and are the  same physical unidirectional link 
<  P , Q >  in E.
(iii) The relation R  is reflexive, P''’̂  R  P^^h
( iv )  The relation P  is fmrwifwe, P ^  P  P°^ A P°^ P  Q''' P^  ̂ P  Q''’.
(v) The relation R  is antisymmetric, P ^  P  A P  P ^  P ^  =
An example of a legitim ate circuit Ci =  (P(^, P f^, P | \  P ! f , Pg^}.
Thus the relation P  (a set) on the example circuit C\ with five channels will look like:
{< P]fl, P f^  > , /*  a channel lock */
<  P°^, P2 > , /*  a physical link */
<  P ” ',  P ifl > ,  / *  t r a n s i t i v e  * /
<  P g \  P f^  > , /*  a channel lock */
<  Pf^, P ! f  > , /*  transitive * /
<  > , /*  transitive * /
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<  P f ,  P f  > , /*  a physical link */
<  > , /*  transitive */
<  P°^, p f  >, /*  transitive */
<  P f ,  p f  >, /*  transitive * /
< P f \  P r  > , /*  reflexive * /
<  Pf2, > , /*  refiexive * /
<  p f ,  p f  >, /*  reflexive * /
<  Pf^, P}̂ 7 > , /*  refiexive * /
<  p f ,  p f  >} /*  reflexive */
3.10.2 Reliable Delivery
We will prove th a t  when the system is in a legitim ate configuration the  algorithm  behaves 
correctly. We have assumed th a t no new faults occur, hence the error actions will not be 
invoked. Only a transien t fault can cause the network to  enter an illegitim ate state.
In order to  prove the reliable delivery property, we need to establish the following liveness 
related properties. Liveness is the com bination of these three properties. Our first step will 
be to  prove th a t these three situations do not occur in our algorithm. Next, we prove th a t 
every flit transm itted  will be received, and th a t every flit received will be transm itted  until 
it is delivered, and finally we show th a t every message circuit will be destroyed.
1. D eadlock: A network is in a deadlock sta te  when one or more processors are waiting 
for a resource th a t will never be released. A circular chain of processors exists such 
th a t  each processor holds a resource which some other processor is waiting for.
2. Livelock: Livelock happens when all processors are executing as normal, bu t the
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algorithm  fails to  progress. This occurs when a flit is repeatedly denied for delivery 
at the destination.
3. Starvation: Starvation occurs when a processor is prevented from performing a 
critical function forever. T ins can occur when a particular resource a processor waiting 
for is not gran ted  forever.
Liveness is the  com bination of the  above three properties. The first step is to  prove tliat 
these th ree situations do not occur in our algorithm .
Lem m a 3.1 (D eadlock  Freedom ) Starüjig from  a configuration that satisfies the legiti- 
m,acy predicates, the network will not deadlock.
Proof. Deadlock can occur only when there is a cycle in the network channel 
dependency graph. In a legitim ate s ta te  our Algorithm  (WTZH) assigns channels in strict 
descending order of dimension. Hence, no cycles can be formed in the channel dependency 
graph. □
Lem m a 3.2 (L ivelock Freedom ) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legiti­
macy predicates, the network will not livelock.
Proof. No progress is m ade in the network when flits are routed bu t none are ever 
delivered, or if processors do not allocate resources fairly. We assumed a fair input selection 
policy as well as a FIFO  output selection policy, so each processor will fairly receive flits and 
fairly allocate resources. In A lgorithm  WTZH, the path  taken by these flits comply to  the 
predicate jCCi. So, a flit is not delivered only if it gets lost in the channels. However, th a t 
cannot happen in a  legitim ate state . □
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Lem m a 3.3 (Starvation Freedom ) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legit­
imacy predicates, the network vnll not starve.
Proof. Starvation can be caused due to  any of the following reasons:
1. A processor waits forever to  send a flit. This cannot happen because the  input selection 
policy is im plem ented in our solution using a fair (the round-robin scheduling) scheme.
2. A C T S  variable corruption causes the C T S  variable for an incoming channel to  be 
set to  H IG H  when there is no d a ta  in the flit buffer. The processor cannot receive 
any hit in th a t channel and the sender will starve. In a  legitim ate s ta te  this cannot 
happen as per predicate C V i.
3. There are more th an  one outgoing channels locked for a particu lar incoming channel 
in a  node. Due to  th is one-to-m any mapping, a node may not be able to  allocate an 
ou tpu t channel for a new flit causing starvation of the node. But, the predicate C P 2 
implies a one-to-one mapping.
4. A header flit is waiting for an ou tpu t channel infinitely because a  previously established 
circuit is not destroyed. Since the message predicate C M  and circuit predicate CC 
hold in a legitim ate sta te , after a tail flit is sent, the circuit will be destroyed (refer 
Line 3.08 in A lgorithm  3.3). Hence the channel is freed for fu ture use.
□
Now, we prove the reliable delivery assuming th a t the liveness properties hold. We will 
establish the result in four steps.
Lem m a 3.4 (R eceive F lits) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legitimacy 
predicate, every flit  sent to a processor is eventually received.
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Proof. In a legitim ate state , a Processor P  with a true RECV action on a particular 
incoming channel will be activated when the  input channel buffer is filled w ith a flit. 
Starvation will not occur since the scheduler is fair. So, given an infinite execution sequence, 
the Processor P  will be selected by the scheduler an infinite num ber of times. Since the 
RECV action on P ‘‘̂  can never be activated, there m ust be an infinite sequence of other 
actions th a t are true in Processor P . There cannot be an infinite execution of SEND actions 
without an infinite set of corresponding RECV action activations to  fill the  flit buffer. Since 
we must have an infinite set of RECV action activations, and we assum ed a  round robin 
input selection policy (refer Lem ma 3.3), then  the RECV action on the  incoming channel 
P"^ will be activated. □
Lem m a 3.5 (S tore/D eliver  F lits) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legit­
imacy predicate, every flit received at a processor is eventually delivered or written to the 
local Buffer variable.
Proof. In the actions 77] , 77g, and 77a, there are three possible outcom es for a 
received Hit; delivery, write to  a flit buffer, or discard. Every discard statem ent (Lines 2.24 
and 2.35) in these three actions is protected  by a guard th a t checks for faulty allocation of 
channels, branching circuits, and cycles. Since we assumed th a t  the network is in a valid 
state, those guards will never be activated. So, the  flit cannot be discarded. □
Lem m a 3.6 (Send F lits) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legitirnacy predi­
cate, every processor having an incoming channel Buffer variable containing a flit eventually 
transmits this flit.
Proof. The network is in a legitim ate s ta te  and there is a  P^^ .B u f  f e r  variable.
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which contains a hit th a t has to  be transm itted .
A SEND action requires three conditions to  fulfill: the channel lock variable of an outgo­
ing channel =  P “ ', the C T S  variable of the adjacent processor (read from the outgoing 
channel) must be set to L O W , and the flit buffer m ust contain a flit.
If the flit is a header flit, then by liveness properties it will eventually be granted the 
outgoing channel resource P°^\ If the flit is a d a ta  or a tail flit, and the processor is in a 
legitim ate state , we can assume th a t an outgoing channel P°^ is already reserved for the 
flit. Assuming th a t there are no cycles in the network, eventually P °^ .C T S  will be set to 
L O W , and the S E N D  action will be activated. □
Lem m a 3.7 (Establishing Circuit) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legit­
imacy predicate, a circuit is created using which message flits  are delivered at the destina,tion.
Proof. For a Hit to  be routed it has to  be allocated an outgoing channel. This 
channel is allocated only a preferred dimension th a t does not have the Lock  variable set, 
using the scheme dimension ordered routing. Since we have assumed th a t the network is 
in a legitim ate sta te  this allocation is continued till the destination where the message flits 
are delivered. □
T heorem  3.1 (C orrectness) Starting from  a configuration which satisfies the legitimacy 
predicate, every well-constructed message sent by a node will be delivered safely at its des­
tination.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. □
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3.10.3 Convergence
Lastly, we prove th a t this algorithm  will converge to  a legitim ate sta te  from any arb itra ry  
initialization in finite tim e. Here, we prove th a t the conjunction of all predicates will 
eventually hold in the  system, and thus the system converges to  a legitim ate sta te .
3.10.3.1 Processor Predicates 
First we prove th a t starting  from an arbitrary  configuration, all of the processor legiti­
macy sta te  predicates will be satisfied in finite time.
Lem m a 3.8 (C V \)  Starting from  an arbitrary configuration, CVy eventually holds.
Proof. The proof directly follows from the Actions £i and £ 2 . □
Lem m a 3.9 {C V 2 ) Starting from  an arbitrary configuration, C V 2 eventually holds.
Proof. We need to  show th a t no input channel of a processor can be connected to 
more th an  one ou tpu t channels. Assume th a t in the current configuration, a  processor P  
has an input channel P*® such th a t two channels P “  ̂ and P°*^ have their Lock  variables 
set to P “ . The correction of this fault would depend on the type of flit P  receives.
•  P  receives a header flit. The recv action TZ\ is activated. W hen TZ\ is executed, all 
outgoing channels are unlocked. Hence, C V 2 is satisfied.
•  P  receives a d a ta  or tail flit. One of the recv actions 7 7 -2  or 7 7 -3  is enabled a t P . 
Execution of 772  or 7 7 .3  frees up all the outgoing channels. Hence, PPg is satisfied.
□
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3.10.3.2 Message Predicates 
Next we prove th a t starting  from an arb itrary  configuration, the message legitimacy 
predicate will be satisfied in finite time.
Lem m a 3.10 (£A 4) Starting from  an arbitrary configuration, C M  eventually holds.
Proof. The algorithm  will deal w ith structurally  incorrect messages in the  following 
m anner:
•  H eader fragm ents contain a header flit and zero or more d a ta  flits. This message 
fragm ent will route to their destination, leaving a stale circuit behind them . Both 
stale and broken circuits are handled in Lemma 3.11
•  Headerless fragm ents cannot traverse the network forever due to TIM EO U T action. 
Assuming th a t there is no m isrouting, a d a ta  or a tail Hit will be delivered to  the 
processor of the  last incoming channel in the  circuit.
□
3.10.3.3 Circuit Predicates 
Finally, we prove th a t starting  from an arb itrary  configuration, the conjunction of all 
circuit legitimacy predicates is eventually satisfied.
Lem m a 3.11 (CC) Starting from  an arbitrary configuration, CC eventually holds.
P roof. Structurally  invalid circuits are all circuits C, such th a t C cannot be well 
ordered by R. If there is a hole or a branch in a circuit, C cannot well order R  since there are 
a t least two incom parable processors in the circuit. Two processors th a t are incom parable 
in R  have no path  between them . Assume th a t there is a circuit fragm ent C =  { P “ , Pf®,
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Pl'^, P g P j v  }• We can safely assume th a t a tail flit will not traverse this entire circuit 
(or else we are done). Since the circuit is a fragm ent, eventually no more flits will move 
across the outgoing channels (none can be introduced, since there is no path  into P f ) .  The 
action £ 4  will be eventually activated on each outgoing channel in C, and the circuit will 
be destroyed. □
Theorem  3.2 (C onvergence) Starting from  any configuration, any computation of A l­
gorithm, WTZH reaches a configuration satisfying CwRH-
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. □
Theorem  3.3  (Self-stabilizing) Algorithm WTZH is self-stabilizing.
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem s 3.1 and 3.2. □
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CHAPTER 4
SELF-STABILIZING AND FAULT-TOLERANT W ORM HOLE ROUTING IN
HY PERCUBES
In this chapter we present a self-stabilizing algorithm  similar to  th a t of previous chapter 
w ith some additional features. F irst, we list the new assum ptions m ade for the algorithm. 
Informal description of the algorithm  is given in Section 4.2. Finally, we end this chapter 
by giving the proof of correctness in Section 4.3.
4.1 New Assumptions
•  A fault can be a processor fault or a link fault.
•  The source and the destination are fault free.
•  If a processor fails then  all its links are considered to  be failed.
•  All links are bidirectional. If a link is faulty, both  directions are faulty.
•  The to ta l num ber of faulty com ponents (faulty links and faulty processors together) 
is less than  the dimension of the  hypercube.
•  Each node m aintains the local link failure information in a n-bit status-vector X  =
Xfi— 1 1 Xfi— 21 ' ) ^ 0
45
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A lgorithm  4.1 Self-stabilizing W ormhole R outing in Hypereubes (D ata  Structures) (Al­
gorithm  W T Z H ft)  for Processor x  w ith node and link failures.
Constants:
5 .0 1 n Total number of processors in the hypercube;
5 .0 2  max — timer :: Maximum time before which a channel gets unlocked;
5.03 C :: Current processor label;
5.04 S  Source processor label;
5.05 D :: Destination processor label;
Variables:
5.06 R  :: Relative address of Source and Destination;
5.07 X  :: n-bit binary label that has information about faulty neighbors;
5.08 O :: n-bit binary label that stores the dimensions traversed;
5.09 k :: 0 ..11- 1 ;
5 .1 0  sys — tim er :: Current system time;
5 .11 dat :: Data;
5 .1 2  mid :: Message ID;
Macros:
5.13 Locked{P^^) =  Returns the number of outgoing channels locked
for the input channel P ";
5.14 FirstOne{B) =  Returns the lowest bit position that has value 1 in the
binary number R if R ^  0  or returns — 1 if R =  0 ;
5.15 FreeChannels(P^^) = Unlocks all output channels that are locked to the
input channel R'*;
5.16 IsC ycleip, I) =  Returns true if the dimension I forms a cycle
in the binary string O;
Predicates:
5.17 ValidFlit{P'^^) =  P^'^.Timer < max  — tim er A  P^^.Source =  R A P^^.M ID = mid;
5.18 CanSend = P°^.CTS = LOW  A  P^^ .Lock ~  R®̂ ;
Flits:
5.19 hf{S , m id ,D ,T ,0 )  :: Header flit;
5.20 df{S,m id,dat) :: Data hit;
5 .2 1  tf{S,rnid,dat) :: Tail flit;
5 .2 2  m f{S , mid) :: Marked hit;
Channels:
5.23 R®̂' Incoming channel;
5.24 R°^ :: Outgoing channel;
5.26 R°''.RocA; :: {APRR, R^''}
5.26 P ''^ .B u ffer  :: {< empty > ,h f ,d f , t f}
5.27 F " \B u ffe r  :: {< empty > J i f ,d f , t f }
5.28 P^^.Status :: {marked, NU LL}
5.29 R^\CTR : : {R7GR,
5.30 R*®'.CrR :: {R7CR, ROW}
5.31 P^^.Timer :: Timestamp
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A lgorithm  4.2 Algorithm  W K H f t  Receive Actions.
6.01 (77i) rev } i f{ S ,r n id ,D ,T ,0 )  from >
6.02 FreeChannels{P'^^');
6 .0 3  do while exists(7 ^® .̂Ronrce = S  A P ^ 'aM ID  = m/id)
6.04 P ''^ .S ta tus  =  m arked,
6.06 od
6.06 R  = C (B D;
6 .0 7  if P  =  0 — > deliver h f{S , m id , D, T);
6.08 [] P  0  — >
6.09 MAPA := (2" -  1) -  2":; Z := F2ratOne(P & A & MAPK);
6.10 if ((Z =: — 1 ) A (P[c] =  1 )) —  ̂ I : =  c;
6.11 [] ( ( /  =  - 1 )  A (.P[c] =  0)) — >
6.12 r  := r|MAP%; Z := & A);
6 .1 3  if(Z =  -- 1 )
6.14 T  T\R; I := F irs tO n e{—iT & A);
6 .1 5  fi
6 .1 6  fi
6.17 T  :=  r | 2 ';
6.18 if  {-^IsC ylce{0,1))
6.19 P°'.PocA;, P'^.CTP := P '', A /(P,m W , D ,T ), P /G P ;
6.20 P ’̂ KTimer. P'^KSource, P^KPIID  := sys  — tim er, S, m id;
6.21 h
6.22 fi
6 .2 3  (Pg) [] rev d f{S ,m id ,d a t)  from P*  ̂ — >
6 .2 4  if LockedfP^^) =  0 A ValidFlit{P '^^) — > deliver d ,f{S ,m id ,da t);
6.25 [] Pocked(P^':) =  1 A yoZWPZP(P^'=) — ^
6 26 P^'=.Pi///er, P*:.GTP := df(P,m W ,dot), P 7G P;
6.27 [] PocA:ed(P*'') >  1 V ^ y o Z id P Z P (f» '= ) — ^
6.28 FreeCha,nnels{P^^): discard d,f;
6.29 fi.
6 .3 0  (P 3) [] rev t f{ S ,m id ,d a t)  from P*  ̂ -— >
6 .3 1  if Locked{P^^) =  0 A V alidF lit{P ^^)  — > deliver t f { S ,  m id , dat);
6.32 [] PocZked(P^':) =  1 A VoZZdPZP(P^'') — >
6.33 P^'^.Po/Zer, P^\G T P := t /(P , mZd, dot), P /G P ;
6 .34  [] R ocked(f"'=) >  1 V ^yoZ Z dP Z it(P '':) — ^
6 .3 6  FreeChannels{P'^^); discard t f ;
6 .3 6  fi
6 .3 7  (P 4) [] rev m f{ S ,m id )  from P®̂  — >
6.36 if Roc&ed(P^*) =  1 A yaZ7dPZft(P^*:) ----^
6.39 P ® \P o//er, P^^GTP := to/, P7GP;
6.40 Q P o cA ;ed (P '')  ^  1 V - iy o Z td P Z P (P '')  — ^
6 .4 1 FreeChannels{P'^^); discard rnf; 
fi6 . 4 2
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A lgorithm  4.3 Algorithm W K H f t  Send Actions.
7.01 (5i) C anSend  — >
7.02 if =  h /(P , mW, D)
7.03 send h f(S ,  m id, D ) to  P°^;
7.04 [] P"^^'.Buf f e r  =  d f{S ,m id ,d a t)  A P'^^.Stains = N U L L  -
7.05 send d f{S ,n iid ,d a t)  to  P°^;
7.06 [] P ’̂  .B u f  f e r  = t f{ S ,  m id , dat) A L ^ ^ ^ .S ta tu s  = N U  L L  -
7.07 send t f{ S ,m id ,d a t)  to P°^;
7.08 P'^  ̂.Lock = N U L L ;
7.09 [] P '^^.B uf f e r  =  df{S, m id . dat) A P'''^.Stains =  m arked
7 .1 0  send rn f {S ,m id)  to
7.11 [] P ''^ .B n f fe r  =  m ,f{S ,m id )  — >
7 .1 2  send m f(S .m id )  to  P"*';
7 . 1 3  h
7.14 F ''^.C TS, P ^ ^ .B u f fe r  := LO W , < em pty >;
A lgorithm  4.4 Algorithm W T Z U ft  Error Correction Actions.
8.01 (Pi) P^'^.CPP =  ROW A P«''.Puy/er empti/ > — ^
8 .0 2  P '^ .C T P  :=  P R O P ;
8.03 (Pz) [] P^*.OPP =  P /O P  A P^'^.PuZ/er = <  emptp > - ^
8.04 P^^OPP := ROW;
8.05 (P3) [] (P ® ^ .P n //e r  =  df (P, m id, dat) V  P ''^ .B u f fe r  = t f  (P, m id, dat)) 
ARocked(P^'=) f  1 — ^
8.06 P '̂ .̂OPP, P'^^.Pu/Zer ROW. < emptp >;
8.07 do while exists{P°^.Lock = P®^)
8 .0 8  P°^.Lock := N U L L ;
8 . 0 9  o d
8 10 (P4) 0 TIMEOUT P̂ '̂ .RocA: =  P̂  ̂^ =  j;0W  — ^
8 .1 1 P°^‘.Lock, P'^^.CTS, P ^ ^ .B u f fe r  N U L L , ROW, <  em pty  > ;
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4.2 Algorithm  Description 
There are two m ajor modifications m ade to  the algorithm presented in the previous 
chapter. F irst, we need an extra com putation to  reroute hits if faulty nodes or links are 
encountered. Second, we introduce a new type of hits, called marked flits  to  help establish 
a new pa th  for the header hit, if necessary. The m arked hits are control hits, hence not 
delivered at the  destination. However, they increase the efficiency of the algorithm.
The additional calculations for establishing a fault-free route is performed in Action 
iZ l. The following order is used by the header hit to  find a dimension to  route the  hits in 
case of node/link  failures. F irst, the lowest nonfaulty preferred dimension th a t is not the 
incoming dimension, is checked for availability. If such a dimension is found, the received hit 
is sent through th a t dimension. Second, if all nonincoming preferred dimensions are faulty 
and the incoming dimension is also a preferred dimension, then the incoming dimension 
is selected and the h it is returned to  the sender. Third, excluding incoming channel, the 
lowest nonfaulty spare dimension is chosen and the h it is routed through th a t dimension. 
Finally, if none of the above conditions holds then the incoming spare dimension is chosen 
and the hit is returned back to  the sender.
As discussed in the above paragraph, there are two situations where a header h it may 
be sent back (also, called backtracked) to  the sender. If the network has several faulty 
nodes/links, a header hit may backtrack several tim es before finding its path  to  the desti­
nation. Obviously, th is backtracking can cause inefficient message delivery, especially for 
large messages. Our solution makes a serious a ttem p t to  improve this situation by using the 
m arked hits. Once a backtracking occurs, the sender places these special hits in the outgo­
ing channel before sending additional da ta  hits. The purpose is to  prevent the future d a ta
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flits to follow the  wrong and longer path  taked by the  header hit due to  node/link failure. 
The d a ta  h its which were already sent before sending the marker, will take the longer path. 
However, receipt of the m arker back at the same sender will end this inefficient routing of 
hits. From this point onwards, all d a ta  hits and the tail h it will follow the new and better 
path . Thus, the  efficiency of the algorithm  is increased. A m arked hit is generated only 
if the sender has more d a ta  hits to  send after receiving the header hit back. E x tra  send 
actions are added to  Action for sending these m arked hits.
4.3 Proof of Correctness 
4.3.1 Legitimacy Predicates 
£A4: A message is constructed with a header hit, one or more d a ta  hits, and a tail hit. 
The difficulty w ith th is predicate is th a t m any messages will not have all of their 
h its on the  network at one time. A header h it and m ultiple d a ta  hits may have been 
legitim ately delivered to  the destination while a tail hit rem ains on the network. A 
header hit m ay be in the network, while d a ta  and the  tail hits are still waiting to  be 
transm itted . In addition, we have to  carefully elim inate the  marked flit to  get a valid 
message. To get all of the hits for a single message M , for a pa th  C  take:
CM. =  (M  =  { f l i t s  delivered) |J  { f l i ts  in  tra n s it)  IJ { f l i ts  not yet tra n sm itted ) \  
{m arked f l i t s  in  the n e tw o rk)) .
4.3.2 Reliable Delivery 
In the previous chapter, we proved three liveness properties Algorithm WTZH  needs 
to  satisfy. T he solution needs to  satisfy one additional fault-tolerant property as defined 
below:
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The nodes and links can fail or recover.
Lem m a 4.1 (D eadlock Freedom ) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legiti­
m acy predicates, the network will not deadlock.
Proof. Deadlock can occur only when there is a cycle in the network channel 
dependency graph. In a legitim ate sta te  our Algorithm  W T Z H ft  assigns channels either 
from preferred dimensions or from spare dimensions. In the former case, the assignment is 
m ade in strict descending order of dimension. In the la tte r case, the m acro Is Cycle is used 
to  check for possible cycle form ation, and a spare dimension is assigned accordingly. Hence, 
no cycles can be formed in the channel dependency graph. □
Lem m a 4.2 (Livelock Freedom ) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legiti­
macy predicaies, the network will not livelock.
Proof. The additional calculations for routing do not affect the  conditions for livelock 
freedom. So, the proof of Lem ma 3.2 rem ains valid. □
Lem m a 4.3 (Starvation Freedom ) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legit­
imacy predicates, the network will not starve.
Proof. The additional calculations for routing do not affect the conditions for 
starvation freedom. So, the  proof of Lem ma 3.3 rem ains valid. □
Lem m a 4.4 (Fault-tolerance) Starting from  a configuration that satisfies the legitimate 
predicates, the algorithm can cope with nodes and links failures/recoveries.
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Proof. Due to a failure/repair, our algorithm  chooses an alternate, possibly a 
suboptim al pa th  for the header hit. Hence the proof follows directly from the algorithm .
□
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we have studied specihc network topologies and routing protocols th a t can be 
used for communication between different processors in m ultiprocessor networks. We pro­
posed two self-stabilizing wormhole routing algorithm s for hypercube networks, one w ithout 
node/link failures and the other with node/link failures and recoveries. In addition to  the 
topology changes, our solutions can deal w ith many other types of faults, such as, mem­
ory corruptions, message losses, message corruptions, and faulty circuits. D etection and 
recovery of all these faults were implemented in our solutions using the  paradigm  of self- 
stabilization. This reaffirms the well-known fact th a t  the  technique of self-stabilization 
subsumes all other fault handling mechanisms. This research dem onstrated  the application 
of self-stabilization in designing protocols for massively parallel m ultiprocessor systems.
Message losses are unpredictable. So, our solutions cannot guarantee reliable delivery 
if a message loss occurs while transm itting  a message. The proposed algorithm s satisfy all 
liveness properties, hence assuring safe delivery of messages in the  absence of any faults.
The research initiated in this thesis can be explored further in various directions. Dif­
ferent cost m etrics (such as tim e and bandw idth) can be evaluated b o th  theoretically and 
experim entally (either by actual im plem entation on m ultiprocessor m achines or simula­
tion). O ther topologies such as cube-connected cycles and torus rings can be studied. We
53
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considered only unicast algorithms, meaning there is only one sender and receiver. Fur­
ther research needs to  be done in self-stabilizing m ulticast wormhole routing algorithm s for 
hypercubes.
In the second and final algorithm  th a t handles node/link failures, if the  channel rate  
is higher, then the efficiency will be less. This is because more message fragm ents will be 
routed before finding the correct path , and they will be rerouted when the actual fault-free 
pa th  has been established. More research needs to  be done in getting b e tte r efficiency while 
using faster channels. In this algorithm , a special type of flits, called m arked flits, is used 
to  avoid taking a false path  established by the header flit.
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